
TLC for Pets, Inc. 
11809 Reisterstown Road 
Reisterstown, MD  21136 

 
Admission Form 

 
Animal's Name: __________________________   Date: _______________    
 
Owner's Name:  __________________________ 
 
Best contacts while pet is here:     1)  Who?  _________________  Number: _____ - _____ - ________   When?__________ 
 
      2)  Who?  __________________ Number: _____ - _____ - ________   When?__________  
   
Purpose of Admission:  __________________________________________________________________ 
 
Special Diet/ Medications while here:    _______________________________________________________ 
 
Medication given in last 24 hours:  ______________________________________________________ 
   
Special Instructions: ____________________________________________________________________ 
Special instructions will be honored as time permits at owner expense and if medically appropriate. 
 
Probable Date of Pick-Up:  ____________ Time (please circle):   by 11AM       by 5PM      when patient ready     before close  
Boarders picked up after 11AM will be charged for an additional day unless receiving other services that afternoon.  
   
1.  I authorize TLC for Pets to provide veterinary services as requested and follow through with such procedures as are 

necessary for the well-being of my pet on a continuing basis until further advised. 
2.  I understand that TLC for Pets will appropriately treat vomiting, diarrhea, bloody urine, respiratory problems, severe skin 

conditions and other urgent or emergency circumstances that may arise in a timely manner at owner expense, regardless 
of the initial purpose of admission and even if it requires moving my pet from the premises.  TLC for Pets will attempt to 
contact me at the above numbers after examination if my input might significantly affect the treatment.     

3.  I authorize TLC for Pets to update the vaccinations it requires, as needed.  I realize that it is my responsibility to provide 
vaccine history or to provide another veterinary contact who can verify vaccines at the time of drop-off.  I also authorize 
for treatment of contagious diseases and parasites as may be deemed necessary for the protection of other pets.    

4.  For Medical/Surgical/Dental Procedures:  I authorize TLC for Pets to perform such diagnostic, therapeutic, and surgical 
procedures as are in your opinion, advisable for treatment and maintenance of my pet's health and well-being.  The 
nature of such services has been described to me to my satisfaction, and while I expect all procedures to be done to the 
best of the abilities of the professional staff, I realize that no guarantee or warranty can ethically or professionally be 
made regarding the results or cure. 

5.  TLC for Pets is not responsible for belongings such as toys, collars, leashes, and cat carriers.  Owners are encouraged to 
keep their leashes and carriers.  

6.  Abandoned Animals:  The anticipated release date above cannot be modified by more than ten days unless I contact TLC 
for Pets to establish a new release date and pay both for those services already rendered as well as additional boarding 
and services likely to be rendered before release.  If I do not pick up my animal within ten days of the anticipated release 
date specified above and do not make modifications as stated in this paragraph, I relinquish ownership of the animal to 
TLC for Pets.  TLC for Pets may then dispose of the animal in a manner of its choosing.  Even if I relinquish ownership, 
I shall still be financially responsible for all charges incurred prior to disposal of the animal. 

 
_____        Please bathe/groom my pet before release. 
_____        Please trim my pet's nails before release. 
_____        Please evaluate a stool sample for intestinal worms before release. 
_____        Please perform my pet's exam, vaccines & routine lab tests if due within the next ___months. 
_____      Please microchip my pet before release.  
_____        Please examine my pet for the following: ___________________________________________________ 
 
_____        Please dispense the following medication/ products when I pick up: ________________________________ 
                      
I assume full responsibility for the animal and the expense involved. 
 
Signature of Owner:___________________________   Date: _________________________ 

 
 


